OVERVIEW
The San Joaquin basin (SJB) sits adjacent to the southwestern Sierra Nevada (Fig. 1). Its outer margin is undergoing deformation and uplift related to the Coast Range fold belt, while its inner margin displays a complex pattern of onlap
and offlap of Neogene-Quaternary strata across western Sierra basement, as well as basement-cover strata fault juxtapositions. Sedimentary facies and thickness relations indicate that the northern part of the basin was under primarily
terrestrial conditions in the Neogene, while in the south a marine shelf extended WNW across the basin and faced SSW into
a deep marine basin. The southeast margin of the basin is commonly assumed to have abutted sharply against uplifted
Sierran basement. However our analysis of facies relations, siliciclastic sediment provenance, geomorphology and Quaternary faulting indicates that the eastern margin of the basin extended for a nontrivial distance eastwards across Sierran
basement, and that this part of the basin has been eroded off the basement in the Quaternary.
First order crustal structure of the southern SJB strongly reflects underlying mantle lithosphere structure. Upper
crustal structure is accented by the Maricopa (sub-) basin, which initially developed as a Late Cretaceous supra-detachment
basin above shallowly underplated trench sediments, and which underwent further extensional faulting and sedimentation in
the Miocene (Fig. 2). North of the Maricopa basin is the late Quaternary Kern Arch, where Neogene strata are being rapidly
eroded, and further north lies the late Pliocene-Quaternary Tulare (sub-) basin. The Kern Arch lies above an area of thinned
crust and low Pn, while the Tulare basin lies above an area of thickened crust where lower crust is flowing into the area where
mantle lithosphere is actively peeling away from the lower crust (Fig. 3). The locus of detachment of the mantle lithosphere
is projected as the surface trace of the delamination hinge on Figure 4. The thinned crustal domain with its low Pn extends as
an ~90° sector from beneath the Kern Arch eastwards and northwards as to underlie the most rapidly uplifting areas of the
Sierra Nevada, including the high eastern crest. Geological observations as well as predictions of thermo-mechanical models
indicate that the rock uplift and tectonic subsidence patterns arising from delamination are transient in nature. This poster
summarizes relationships along the eastern margin of the SJB, which reflect such transients, as well as preliminary results
from thermal-mechanical models
which predict such transients.

Sediment Burial and Exhumation of the Southern Sierra Nevada...

Figure 5. Map showing late Cenozoic faults of the southern Sierra Nevada and adjacent San Joaquin basin along
with other key late Cenozoic features.

Figure 6. View southeastwards along
the Kern Gorge fault showing Kern River
gorge incised steeply through footwall
basement rock and hanging wall Neogene
deep marine strata.
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Figure 1. Oblique DEM of southern Sierra Nevada and San Joaquin Figure 4. Oblique DEM showing areas of rapid rock upbasin.
lift and tectonic subsidence.

Figure 3. Rendering of southern Sierra mantle lithoFigure 2. Generalized crustal structure section along the eastern sphere “drip” as viewed down from the east. The strucSan Joaquin basin. Note crustal thinning and thickening from Kern ture resembles a steep SE-plunging antiform envelArch to Tulare basin area where transition corresponds to delami- oped by asthenosphere. Attachment at ~40 km Moho
depths corresponds to the garnet granulite-eclogite
nation hinge.
facies boundary. Sources as in Figures 16 and 17.

Figure 9. Map showing surface exposures of Kern
River Group, and basement U/Pb zircon age domains defined by extent of dated basement units
and bounding drainage divides. Locations of detrital zircon age samples also shown.

PROVENANCE OF MIO-PLIO DELTAIC AND FLUVIAL PLAIN STRATA

RELATIONSHIPS ALONG THE WESTERN SIERRA
RANGE FRONT
The western Sierra Range front adjacent to the
Kern Arch is extensively broken by Quaternary normal
faults (Fig. 5). Nevertheless, nonconformable relations
between Tertiary strata of the Arch and Sierran basement are well preserved along relay ramps that segment
the frontal fault system. Figure 6 shows a near profile
view of the Kern Gorge fault. Footwall consists of Sierran
batholithic rocks while in the hanging wall of this location
middle Miocene bathyal water depth siltstone and shale
rest. The predominance of deep marine strata in the section of this region is displayed by well log data in Figure 7.
Two ~500 m thick deep marine units characterize the
Miocene of this area, separated by the intervening Olcese
beach sand lens, and overlain by the upper Miocene Santa
Margarita beach sand, which grades upwards into deltaic
and fluvial plain strata of the Mio-Plio Kern River Group.
The juxtaposition of fine-grained deep marine strata with
footwall basement, and the nonconformable relations
along the relay ramps show clearly that marine conditions
of the SJB once extended eastward across part of the
basement. The exhumed nonconformity surface extends
up onto basement footwall domains as a low relief deeply
weathered surface that is well developed on interfluves
and uplands. This surface has been tagged by apatite He
thermochronometry, which along with geomorphic relations link the nonconformity with a regional low relief surface across the greater Sierra Nevada that has been
slowly denuding at a rate of ~0.05 mm/yr since the Late
Cretaceous.
The lower Kern River Gorge has the steepest gradient of any western Sierra drainage, as well as the most
profound inner slot. Regardless of this deep inner slot the
river exhibits broad meanders similar in wavelength and
amplitude to the lower course of the river where it is incising large meanders into the Tertiary cover strata (Fig. 5).
The river course across the footwall is antecedent having
inherited its meander form from the course of the river as
it cut through the once overlying Tertiary section. The
presence of upper Pliocene marine strata on the Arch indicates that the Arch is of Quaternary age, and that stripping of the Tertiary off the Sierran basement is likewise
Quaternary.

Figure 8. Outcrop photographs of cobbles in
Kern River Group conglomerates, and typical outcrop of Kern Gorge fault footwall
western Sierra tonalite. The clast population is uniquely different from the western
Sierra basement exposures.

Figure 7. Outcrop photograph from upper
Kern Arch showing middle Miocene diatomite,
and nearby well log data showing importance
of Miocene deep marine strata adjacent to
Sierran range front

Figure 10. Histogram plots of U/Pb zircon age
determinations from basement domains as
shown on Figure 9, and frquency distributions
of detrital U/Pb zircon U/Pb ages from Kern
River Group and key river terraces.

The clast population of conglomeratic units within the Kern River Group further shows that the
western Sierra basement was covered with strata in the Neogene (Fig. 8). Boulder, cobble and pebble
populations are notably lacking in tonalitic western Sierra rock types, and are dominated by eastern
Sierra granites and early to middle Miocene volcanic rocks derived from the Cache Peak volcanic center
(Fig. 5). In that the southern Sierra Nevada batholith is well characterized in terms of U/Pb zircon ages,
the provenance of the Kern River Group can be further constrained by Laser Ablation ICP-MS U/Pb
zircon analysis of detrital zircon populations. Figure 9 shows a map of the aerial extend of batholithic
zircon age and river drainage domains, as well as the principal units of the Kern River Group. Figure 10
shows histograms of U/Pb zircon ages from the medial to upper Kern River drainage domain, and from
the SE Sierra-NW Mojave domain. The distinction is clear! Our detrital zircon sample sites are from
various members of the Kern River Group and modern terrace sands from the lower Kern River of Kern
Gorge fault footwall, and from Sand Creek which issues from the eroded core of the Cache Peak volcanic
center (Fig. 9). Figure 10 also shows the results of the detrital zircon age determinations. The data is
consistent with the conglomerate clast data indicating that the Kern River Group was derived from a
SE Sierra-NW Mojave provenance. Figure 11 is a generalized cross section across the Kern Arch and adjacent Sierran uplift. The yellow hue above the surface is the estimate of sediment overburden having
been removed primarily in the Quaternary, based on stratigraphic and apatite He thermochronometric
data. Also shown is the provenance linkage between the SE Sierra region and the eastern margin of the
SJB, which extended across the currently exposed western Sierra.

Figure 11. Cross section showing relations between the Kern Arch Tertiary section
and the Sierran basement uplift. The yellow hue corresponds to the approximate
thickness of eroded Tertiary strata based on stratigraphic and apatite He age data.
Note the provenance linkage between the eastern Sierra basement and the basin.

